Appendix 3

QUESTIONNAIRE

EMPLOYEES

1. Do you think annual reports of SFCs are important in career planning of employees?  

   [ ] YES  [ ] NO

2. Do employees of SFCs have access to annual reports of SFCs?  

   [ ] YES  [ ] NO

3. If access is possible, what is the mode of accessibility?

   a. Reports are made available in every section [ ]
   b. Annual reports are displayed on notice board [ ]
   c. Annual reports are available on web address [ ]
   d. Labour organisation/union gets a copy of annual report [ ]
   e. All of the above [ ]

4. How much time do you devote to read annual reports of SFCs?

   a). Less than half an hour [ ]  b). Less than one hour [ ]
   c) Less than two hours [ ]  d). Less than a day [ ]

5. Which part of annual reports do you read?

   [ ] Chairman’s Report  [ ] Director’s Report  [ ] P & L Account
   [ ] Balance Sheet  [ ] Auditors Report  [ ] All
6. Does Chairman’s report include an acknowledgement of employees’ contribution?  

7. Do you expect SFCs to give information on personnel regarding man power force of an organisation?  

8. Do you feel the information is sufficient?  

9. Have you ever represented to the authorities about the inadequacies in the reports to concerned authorities?  

10. Do you expect the SFC to give information regarding names of employees drawing higher scales of pay?  

11. Do you expect recognition of labour – union activities in annual report?  

12. The information about ‘Human Resource Development’ and ‘Employees Welfare’ indicates the efforts of SFC for the development and growth of its employees. Do you find in Annual Report?  

13. Do you find an indication about the extent of professionalism and quality of management at the supply of information concerning the senior executives and the Directors of SFC?